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How to Qualify  

Send your pictures and information to  mega@fishr.tv
www.fishr.tv

To qualify for Mega you will need to catch a fish that meets our minimum size or
weight requirements. These requirements are

Following a verified MEGA catch, we
will post your fishr video on our MEGA
channel @fishr.tv for all to see. We will
even post your catch on our instagram
account and via our Facebook pages
after first adding the MEGA logo to
your pictures.

By sending in your pictures you give
us publication rights of your pictures
for this one time event. 

We will be choosing a monthly winner
for a MEGA prize! and the winner will
be announced on our Instagram
channel. So stay tuned for more
informaition.  

PIKE 120cm or 12KG
Zander 90cm or 10KG
Perch 50cm or 2KG 

The monthly winner will be sent an exclusive Cap with our MEGA logotype printed on
it. This means that when you wear this Cap, everybody will know.
When you go MEGA, theres no going back!  
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Send in your photos - Example
To register your Mega with us you will need to send in 5 specific photos of
your catch. These are important so that we can verify your catch.  

Main shot 

Measure The bait used to catch the fish 

Close up-inspiration Close up-inspiration 

Information about your catch. We are interested to know how you
caught this beast. ( not location ) 

Name and make of bait used 1.

2. Depth of water

3. Water temp 

4.Time of day 

5. Weight of fish 

Big piggy - Golden whale by ABU 

Example Answers 

6 Meters

14 degrees

06.00 

12.45KG 


